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Frederik :
Large number of registrations (2018) 70K? Inexperienced registrants
Deadlines are short, 20 months, earlier for the LR to allow for co-
registrants to register on time. Labs are getting busy and expensive

Jouni:
Data sharing requirements: old vs new 
Old: ECHA supported LRs to get on with the job at hand - “the clock is 
ticking” back in 2010.
New: “negotiation” of LoA costs encouraged, unreasonable burden on 
LRs, one-sided negotiations that encourages disputes in the end.
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Ying: 
SVHC roadmap…..all SVHCs to be on candidate list (for authorisation) 
by 2020 – CMR, PBT, vPvB, equivalent concern…
Authorisation: complex, multi-faceted in the value chain (driven by DU 
or supplier or process or…)
AfA: evidence of risk control + analysis of alternatives & SEA

Riku: 
Brexit timetable uncertain, but can’t wait forever. Issue of single 
market, immigration and financial contributions…
Long and complex negotiations lay ahead once Article 50 is effected
Hard Brexit (no deal – WTO) or Soft Brexit (still part of EU somehow)
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Keven: 
Brexit - biggest impact will be on UK-based ORs.
Understand possible impact/s on your UK business, develop a Brexit 
strategy and keep your supply chain informed. 

Riku:
Turkey: 33% of chemicals to EU, therefore seeing harmonisation of 
legislation (REACH and CLP). 
Plan is for KKDIK (Turkey REACH) to be effective before end 2016.
SDS legislation - GBF - already in effect (before KKDIK), certified author 
is needed. 
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THANKS TO YOU, TOO..! 
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